
Identify Service Opportunities and Drive More 
Revenue with the DIS Activate Company Integration

Are you generating new service opportunities for your 
dealership but never seeming to bring them home?

You can now create an end-to-end process for identifying 
and resolving service opportunities with the DIS Activate 
Company Integration. This 2-way integration allows 
users of the Activate Company ASIP (Automated Service 
Inspection Program) and DIS to synchronize their 
customer list and machine population in real-time, 
keeping your data up-to-date and ensuring an effortless 
transfer of knowledge between systems.
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Identify and resolve opportunities for:

For Technicians
Receive prompts for service opportunities and 

create estimates on the go.

For Service Managers
Track service activity and generate 

complete task reports in one window.

•   Service Inspections
•   Leased Machinery Returns 
•   CPO (Certified Previously Owned) Evaluations

•   Rental Work Orders
•   Used Equipment Appraisals / Trade-In Evaluations
•   Warranty Expiration 
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Ready to drive more revenue to your dealership?
Call us at 800.426.8870 or email at sales@discorp.com

Identify Service 
Opportunities

When a Work Order is created, 
receive prompts for service 

opportunities on your mobile 
device, with machine details, 

customer information and the 
machine’s location.

Leverage full integration between 
the Activate Company app and your DMS:

Stay on Top of 
Tasks

Get in-app alerts about previous 
interactions with a customer’s 

machine, like missing 
information, an issue that wasn’t 

fixed, and repair backlogs—so 
you can build customer 

confidence.

Create Estimate 
on the Go

Easily create estimates including 
custom inspection items, 

estimated labor hours, parts from 
the CNH eParts catalogue, and 

equipment photos and 
videos—all on your mobile device.

Communicate with 
Customers

Send and receive approvals, 
emails, and SMS messages 
directly within the Activate 

Campaign app, so customer can 
feel confident in the service you 

provide.

Ditch Double 
Data-Entry

Seamlessly sync all estimates, 
customer information, and from 
Work Order details from Activate 

Company into your DIS service 
delivery module so your team can 

see the task through to 
completion.


